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Home economics programs with occupational emphasis 
are an attempt to provide education for the development of 
skills, attitudes, and knowledge to the extent that an in- 
dividual may enter or make progress in his chosen vocation. 
This study was designed to determine the criteria currently 
used for selection of participants in high school home eco- 
nomics courses with occupational emphasis and to determine 
if there is an   - >ent need to improve procedures for the 
selection of participants. 
A questionnaire was developed for obtaining the de- 
sired information and was mailed to a random sample of 110 
oersons throughout the United States and District of Columbia 
teaching home economics courses with occupational emphasis 
during the 1965-66 school year.  Two follow-up attempts were 
made which resulted in a 76.4 per cent return of the ques- 
tionnaires. 
A summary of findings that could be of value to those 
concerned with the various aspects of programs with occun - 
tional emphasis at the secondary level follows? 
1.  Student interest plays a significant role in the 
determination of participants for home economics courses with 
occupational emphasis.  Interviews were used frequently as a 
means of selecting participants.  There was evidence that the 
home economics teacher played the most important role in 
encouraging student enrollment with the guidance counselor 
ranking second. 
2. Few schools had used any type of standardized 
test as a basis for selection of participants for courses 
with occupational emphasis.  Few respondents indicated the 
use of some type of personal data sheet as a means of 
obtaining information about the student prior to registra- 
tion. 
3. 'Ihe majority of students enrolled in home eco- 
nomics courses with occupational emphasis had previously 
been enrolled1 in home economics courses.  There was evidence 
that previous course work in home economics was considered 
desirable.  Teachers indicated that a sincere interest in 
pursuing an occuoation in the area of training was more im- 
oortant than having some ability and skill prior to enroll- 
ment. 
h.     The ages most commonly recommended for Dartici- 
pants were sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen.  'Due to school 
ap-outs, there was evidence that it was undesirable to 
limit enrollment in home economics courses with occupational 
emohasis to high school seniors. 
5.  i>in'ence from the study reveals that the method 
for selecting participants for courses with occupational em- 
phasis in the home economics curriculum during the 1965-66 
school year had been satisfactory. 
implications resulting from this study may orovlde a 
frame of reference for those who plan and evaluate home eco- 
nomics programs with occupational emphasis. 
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BHAPTEE I 
Tl  . .   OF THS STUDY 
Importance of the Study 
Rapid changes in our society are bringing about ex- 
tensive changes in the field of employment.  Our youth must 
be provided with the kind of education that will enable them 
to meet the demands resulting from these altered patterns of 
employment.  If it is assumed that education has an Important 
role in bridging the gap between man and work, the need for 
evaluating oresent educational programs becomes essential in 
planning for the future.  To meet the challenges of this 
decade, home economics teachers have accepted a dual respon- 
sibility - that of education for family living and that of 
preparing youth for employment. 
It is in relation to this last named responsibility 
that Whitmarsh states: 
The major bases for the development of an employment 
emphasis as a major trend in home economics education 
Include the changing role of women in our society, 
the ©hanging nature of pupil population, the high ^roo- 
out rate"and the changing employment picture.  Women 
now constitute one-third of the labor force and the 
numbers of employed women have increased six-fold since 
1900....  Public schools, While formerly bein=- dedicated 
to oreoarinp; youth for college, must now turn their 
attentions to the needs of the majority who are not 
college bound....  Statistics reveal that unskilled 
lobs are raDidly decreasing, and skilled, semi-skilled, 
and service'occupations are Increasing.  Many of these 
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service   jobs are indirectly related to home economics.1 
Good.wln states  the problems more broadly,   with im- 
plications  for various programs within  the   total school 
system.     He   states: 
The  decline in unskilled   jobs,   the  rapid increase in 
service occupations and the creation of  entirely new 
fields  of work and  new kinds of  jobs make  it mandatory 
that  the  nation's school systems educate and   train the 
present and  future members  of  the  labor force  in many 
important directions.     It must  provide   the kinds of 
education and training which wiil  enable  individuals 
to compete  realistically for  jobs,   as   they can become 
fully productive members of society.     It must emphasize 
the kind of education and   training vrhlch will mske  the 
individual as maneuverable,   flexible,   an-1  responsive 
to change as possible.2 
Strong programs with occupational   training emphasis 
in the home   economics  curriculum could   helD young people 
solve  some  of the major oroblems  that  confront them when 
looking for employment.     This  study was  proposed as a  step 
in the  evaluation of present practices. 
Statement of Pre ^'.em 
Since  the passage  of  the  Vocational Act of 1963, 
many programs with occupational emohasis have been developed 
XHuth VJhitmarsh,   "Ooinion of City Home   Economics 
Supervisors  on the   Employment   Emphasis  in Home   Economics 
Education at  the   Secondary Level,"   Illinois  Teacher of 
•-    Icononics,   VII:     No.   6   (1963-6*0,   D.   60. 
2Robert  Goodwin,   "Preparing  Children and   Youth  for 
Work:     The  School's   Bole,"   S^cjrtlonal. Lead,ersnlp,   XXII, 
(January,   1965)>   D»   220. 
for presentation at the high school level.  The criteria used 
for selecting students to participate in courses with occu- 
oational emphasis have varied.  Thus far, information rela- 
tive to administrative policies and procedures in the selec- 
tion of oarticioants has been limited.  The manner in which 
participants are selected may well determine the success or 
failure of these programs.  Therefore, information concerning 
the criteria used in the selection of participants could have 
implications for improving the quality and effectiveness of 
programs presently being offered. 
Purposes of the Study 
The purooses of this study focus on the selection of 
participants for high school home economics courses with 
occupational emphasis.  They are: 
1. To determine the criteria currently used for 
selection of participants in high school home 
economics courses with occupational emphasis. 
2. To determine if there is an ^ooarent need to 
imorove proc     - for the selection of par- 
ticipants In high school home economics 
occupational courses. 
3. To summarize findings that could be of value to 
those concerned with the over-all orogram that 
s occupational emphasis at the secondary level. 
Study Design 
A letter was directed to the state supervisors of 
home economics in each of the fifty states and the District 
of Columbia to determine the number of home economics 
If 
programs with occuoational emphasis being offered in that 
tioular state.  Each state supervisor was requested to 
list the names and addresses of oersons oresently teach' 
such courses in the home economics curriculum during the 
1965-66 school year.  Using a table of random numbers, 110 
teachers were chosen from the compiled list of names obtained 
from each state supervisor.  A questionnaire was developed 
as a means of obtaining information related to the purposes 
of this study.  It was mailed to each teacher included in 
the sample.  Descriptive analyses of the data were used to 
determine and summarize selection procedure findings. 
Limitations 
This study was limited to a random sample drawn from 
the list of names of home economics teachers who were teach- 
ing courses with an occupational emphasis during the 1965-66 
school year.  The list of names was obtained from h7  of the 
51 supervisors in the United States. 
Definition of Terms 
The term "course with occupational emphasis" as used 
throughout this studv will re^er  to those home economics 
courses for gainful employment involving the use of home 
economics skills and knowledge. 
Plan for   :.er.£-inder of   Thesis 
Developments   in wage-earnin<r Programs  in the  high 
school  curriculum,   provoked by  the Vocational   Education Act 
of I963,   form the basis  for the  survey of  related   litera- 
ture  discussed  in  Chapter  II.     The procedure   followed   in 
securing  information on  the  selection of participants  in 
occupational  training courses in home economics is  presented 
in   Chapter III.     Chapter  IV presents a discussion and 
analysis   of the  data collected.     Chapter V includes  the 
summary and implications   for those concerned with all 
aspects  of programs with occupational emphasis. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
The effect of social, economic, and technological 
change upon employment opportunities available to younr- 
oeople has placed increased emphasis uoon the need for occu- 
pational education in high school programs.  Buchanan states 
that "occupational education would add diversity and oracti- 
cality which our educational system lacks in its effort to 
educate all people."  If high school home economics pro- 
grams with occupational emphasis are to be part of the 
school curriculum, the various aspects of such programs must 
be analyzed and studied carefully.  The selection of parti- 
cioants for home economics programs with occupational 
emphasis is the primary concern of this study.  At the 
present time, little information is available concerning 
this aspect of the program.  A brief review of the litera- 
ture related to programs that prepare youth for successful 
employment at the completion of high school follows. 
The ;J.ole of Vocational .jiducation 
After World War I the scarcity of competent and 
1 J.sle Buchanan, "Education for Gainful Employment 
In Occupations Related to Home Economics," Illinois Teacner 
of Home Economics, VIII:  No. 3 (196^-65), p. 98. 
skilled  laborers was evident.     It  seemed   loKical   to  turn to 
the public  schools   for assistance   in solving  this  problem. 
"The   Vocational  Education Act of 191?   (The   Smith-Hughes  Act) 
offered to  states  financial assistance   for  state  leadership 
and local  operation  of  certain Dro°:rams of education leadina: 
to occupational competence."       This legislation made available 
funds   for teaching agriculture,   trade,   home  economics,   in- 
dustrial  education,   and commence.     The aims  of vocational 
education were  further expanded  in  the  George-Barden Act of 
1946.     However,   there has been some  criticism  that vocational 
education programs  have not been available  in enough schools 
and  have  not prepared students   for a wide enough variety of 
2 
Jobs. 
The  Perkins   Vocational  Education Act,   si^ne^ by 
President Johnson on  December 18,   196.3,   was   the first per- 
manent legislation  since  the   Seors:e-3arden Act of 19ll6. 
As  stated   in  the declaration  of puroose,   this act   is: 
to authorize Federal grants  to   States  to assist 
them  to maintain,   extend,  and improve  existing 
programs  of vocational  education,   to  develop 
new programs of  vocational education,   and  to 
provide Dart-time  employment for youths who 
need   the" earnings  from such employment  to  continue 
1Lee  In.   Thurston and   William H.   Hoe,   State   School 
Administration   (New York:     Harper & Brothers,   1957).   P-   317• 
2,,3ducation   for a Changing World of  Work,"   Summary 
Report  of  the  Panel  of  Consultants on Vocational  Education 
requested  by the President of the United   States   (Washington, 
D.   C.:     Government Printing  Office,   1962),   D.   1. 
their vocational training on a  full-time basis,   so 
that persons  of all acres  in all communities  of the 
State  will   have  ready access   to  vocational   training 
or retraining which  is of   high quality,   which  is 
realistic   in  the  light  of  actual  or anticipated 
opportunities   for gainful  employment,   and which is 
suited   to  their needs,   interests,   and ability to 
benefit  from such training.* 
Vocational emphasis   in home  economics  is not an 
entirely  new concern.     In 19/--0   SpafforA  wrote,   "An exam- 
ination of curriculum materials  of vocational oro5rams 
shows little attention beins-  ?iven   to employment aspects, 
either a-uidance  into or education for wage-earnin- voca- 
tions. "?-     Two years later  Stafford commented: 
The  findings of one's relation to and place in 
the voctionr'l  -.rorld   an^   preparing  for it is 
the   fifth major purpose of  importance  to home 
economics.     Students   in home economics  should 
come   to know themselves better -   their assets 
and   liabilities   for employment -  as well as   the 
job demands  of many different occupations.     The 
field  has much to offer in increasing the 
leral emoloyability and   job satisfaction of 
all   yount  people.     Many   tyoes  of  occupations 
;row out of home  economics,   some  of a semi- 
skilled   type,   others  of a highly professional 
nature.3 
Williamson an^   Lyle  stressed  that   "home  economics 
■'■U.   S.   Congress,   Senate,   Committee  on Labor and 
Public   Welfare,   Selected   Sducatlon  Acts   o£ 1963.   88th 
Congress,   1st session.     1963,   o.   67. 
2Ivol Spafford, A. Functioning Program of Home 
Economics (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1940), po. 
249-250. 
3lvol Soafford, Fundamentals in Teaching Home 
Economics   (New York:     John  Wiley and   Sons,  19^-2),   p.   «f. 
may also contribute  to  the vocational education of   rrirls   in 
high school by helping  them to   develop abilities   that may be 
used   for wage-earning."1    Vocational  education can make an 
important contribution by developing marketable   skills   that 
will be  of  immediate value  to  the  student. 
After the  passage of  the   Vocational Act of 1963, 
Reinwald   stated that   "home  economics education  to prepare 
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youth and  adults  for employment  has become a reality." 
Simpson emphasized three vocational purposes  of home 
economics  education at the  secondary level.     They were: 
1. To prepare young people and particularly young 
women for making a home  -   the vocation of home- 
making. 
2. To prepare  young people  who can profit  from such 
training,   for occupations which use home   eco- 
nomics knowledge,  and  skills. 
3. To -prepare them for combining the dual role of 
homemaker and employed person with success and 
satisfaction.3 
Home   economics  educators have been challenged   to 
develop new programs with a wage-earning focus.     Dennis   con- 
sidered it appropriate   to analyze  the reasons why employment 
-'•Maude   Williamson and Mary Stewart Lyle,   Homemakin? 
Education in  the High  School   (Mew York:     Appleton -   Century- 
Crofts,   Inc.,   1961),   p.   Jk. 
2Clio Reinwald,   " Education for  Employment,"  The 
Bulletin of  the  National  Association of   Secondary School 
Principals,   XLVIII   (December,   196*0,  *>•   2bV 
3i51izabeth   Simpson,   "The  Vocational Purpose of Home 
Economics   Education -   vVith   Focus  on Education for Employment," 
Illinois   Teacher of Home   Economics,   VIII:     No.   2   (1964-65). 
p.   8?. 
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should be emphasized as a part of the home economics curric- 
ulum.  These reasons were: 
1. A large number of women are emoloyed outside the 
home and it seems likely this situation will 
continue. Home economics has been preDaring 
girls for half of the dual role they will assume 
as women in the future. 
2. Another reason is the sharply droooing propor- 
tion of jobs for unskilled workers and the 
potential of home economics for contributing to 
preparation for such occupations. 
3. A high proportion of unmotivated youns? people 
drop out of school and there is stron°- evidence 
that they are much more likely to stay in school 
when the school offers a program to prepare them 
for wage earning. 
IJ-.     There has been an increase in service occupa- 
tions, both in private households and outside 
the home, and many of these service occupations 
have a relationship to home economics.  For the 
period between l°60-?0, a twenty-five to thirty 
per cent increase in service occupations has been 
predicted.  One out of eight workers is in a ser- 
vice occupation presently. 
5. Of the nearly 12 million boys and girls In hith 
school today only 1.8 million are receiving any 
kind of vocational education.x 
Home economics programs with wage earning emphasis 
have a somewhat different purpose from the orograms that are 
orimarily concerned with homemakine:.  Van Horn differenti- 
ates the alms of homemaklng and occupational programs at 
the secondary school level as follows: 
lomemaking programs aim to helD an Individual o;row 
in awareness, ability, and persoective for assuming 
iCatherine T. Dennis, "Be-Examination of the Pur- 
poses of Home Economics at the Secondary Level," Illinois 
Teacher of Home Economics, VIII:  No. 2 (196^65) i up. 88-93^ 
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his  appropriate role in  the  family,   irrespective of 
age,   sex,   or economic status.     They aim to help   the 
learner recognize problems and   develop some   skill  in 
methods  of problem solving.     They do not aim to  teach 
each  technique   or skill  that may be  required  for 
ultimate  solution  of the   problem.     They help the 
learner acquire  some basic  orocedures by which he 
can move  forward in understanding himself and   in 
the management of resources  in ways believed  use- 
ful   in achieving the ultimate  coals of a more  satis- 
fying family life. 
Occupational nroTrams aim at helping the individual 
use  only a limited  amount of home  economics  subject 
matter and use  it  for a different ouroose.     That 
purpose  is   the development of attitudes and skills 
essential  to Derforraance in an  occuDation,   perfecting 
skills to  the ooint where  they have a wage value. 
Programs  in Home   Economics 
with   Occupational  Emphasis 
According to Hatcher and Andrews,   "high  school pro- 
ms in vocational home economics  are not generally planned 
to Drepare  students   for full-time positions  requiring pro- 
ficiency in particular aspects of homema.king."    However, 
with  the  passage of  the Vocational Act of  I963 preparation 
for employment became  a reality.     The question of which 
direction  to take in program development was an  immediate 
concern to educators. 
^■Rua Van Horn,   "Home   Economics -  Homemaking and 
iontemporary  issues  in 
University of   Illinois, 
Employment," A Conference Report, 
Home Economics (Urbana, Illinois: 
1965), p.  ;'6. 
2Hazel M.   Hatcher and Mildred 5.   Andrews,   The 
Teaching of Home   Economics   (New York:     Houahton Mlfflln 
Company,' I"9*63)»   P*   ^50. 
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Todayi   the development of programs In home  economics 
with occupational emphasis is   taking place at secondary, 
oost-hlgh school,   and adult levels.     Simoson state.?: 
These  developments are characterized by great variety 
in resoect to approach,   organization,   student voca- 
tional   goals,   program content,   involvement of local 
employers  in providing on-the-job experiences   for 
students,   use of advisory  groups,   and  facilities   for 
in-school  as well as out-of-school exoeriences. 
The determining factor in  establishing a program 
with oooupational  emphasis is   the  need  for the  Particular 
marketable  skills  in the  community.     "All   communities need 
Programs   for instruction  in homemakins-,   but programs   for 
iloyment will be provided only when there   is  established 
p 
evidence of  job opportunity."        immunity support  is 
essential.     Hurt states that   "effective vocation- 
tional pre ■   cannot be  ^evclooe^  without  close  communi- 
cation between the oersons planning the program,  and  the 
;enoieS|  businesses,   and industries which will  employ the 
workers." 
Elizabeth Jane  Simpson,   "The   Present   Challenge  in 
Curriculum Development   in  H0me   Economics,"   Illinois  Teacher 
;ome   Economics,   IX:      !o.   1   (1965-66),   D.  17. 
2Clio   Reinwald,   "Education  for Employment," Jhe 
bulletin  of   the   National  Association  of   Secondary  School 
Principals.   XLVIJI   (December,   1964),   o.   31. 
3Mary Lee  Hurt,   "Education for the   World  of  Work. 
A Team Approach,"   Educational Leadership,   XXII   (January, 
1965),   p.   223. 
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As educators have been expanding existing programs 
to fulfill  legislative  obligations,   there  hs.s been great 
diversity   in the  organization and development of home econom- 
ics   programs with occupational  emphasis.     Vocational educa- 
tion has   expanded at an extremely rapid pace   in  the  state 
of   California.     Numerous pilot  programs,   orojects,   and  expan- 
sion of  on-going  orograins  have  progressed with  gainful em- 
oloyment education.     Workshops  were   sponsored keeping in 
mind   the apDarent need   for teachers   to become better in- 
formed  about  "trends and changes in home   economics  educa- 
tion,   including t-roraen's role in today's world of work,   the 
new Vocational   Education Act of  1963.   and   the  current needs 
of youth."       In attemoting to meet the needs of youth the 
following criteria were established   in relation  to the 
selection of participants:     "successful completion of home 
economics,   completion of a personal  interview,   and   intent 
2 
to  enter merchandizing as a career."       It   is  evident  that 
different programs  within a  state will have   characteristics 
unique  to  the particular school  community. 
An experimental wage-earning oriented program in 
home  economics was   conducted in a high  school in Rockford, 
Illinois  during one  semester of  the 196^-65 school  year. 
1Dorothy M.   Schnell and Jane   Y.  Hills,   "Education 
for Gainful Occupations  delated   to Home   Economics   in 
California,"     Illinois   Teacher of Home   Economics,   VIII:     Ho. 
■'  (1964-65).  P-   ^7- 
2Ibid.,   pa.  163-164. 
Ik 
According to Johnson, the particiDants for this program were 
selected in the following manner.   Interest was one cri- 
terion used for participant selection, however, it was not 
possible to include all interested persons in the program. 
Therefore, the anpiicants were interviewed by a committee 
composed of the principal, dean of girls, counselors, and 
head of the home economics department.  Consideration was 
also given to past experience and future plans of the pro- 
tective enrollee. 
it was stated in one appraisal of the experimental 
program, "that the method used to select program partici- 
p 
pants was quite successful."  It was also stressed that a 
-rode average requirement of "G" prior to enrollment would 
be too limiting for the many who could profit from such a 
nrogram. 
icators responsible   for develooin^ oron;rams  want 
to utilize available personnel,   facilities,   and resources 
to   the best advantage.     "One  of the ourposes  of   the   Voca- 
tion Act clearly indicates that present programs may be 
expanded and  Improved."^     Schnell  and  Kills   state  that 
the true test will come when an important word   is put 
into actuality,   evaluation.     This   Important step needs 
Hllldred   B.   Johnson,   "A Mage- Jarnlng Oriented   Ex- 
perimental  Program In High School Home   Economics"   (Unpubli 
'Doctoral Thesis,   University of   Wisconsin,   1965),  p.   11. 
2Ibid.,   n.   3?. 
^schnell and  Mills,   op_.   cit.,   p.   167. 
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to  be built   into  the planning;   it should   follow the 
operation of  programs,   and   It will cause us  to take 
n  earnest and  realistic look at programs   in ,-iorae 
Coonomlos. 
Follow-up studies of graduates as well as cooperative evalu- 
ation with employers will prove necessary in determining the 
effectiveness  of  such programs. 
Often through vocational  guidance units   taught  In the 
first and   second   year home   economics  curriculum,   students 
helped   to analyze  available   job  ODPortunities usinT home 
economics knowledge  and   skills.     Capps  reoorts   that all 
senior high school  students  electing home   economics  in   the 
Detroit  Public Schools receive valuable   instruction about 
eer  possibilities   with  special  consideration  given  to 
home economics  as a  profession.     Of  prime  importance   to young 
people   is   the  consideration eiven to developing concepts   in 
relation  to the world  of work: 
Competencies   or skills   learned   for e««c*}™ home- 
makinF can be  the basis   for marketable  skills 
when a nted   to earn exists.     Sxoloratory work 
experiences are  guides   to selection of  specific 
work-trainincr programs.     Attitudes  toward  work, 
skill  in setting alone with others,   and  personal 
satisfaction through  service affect  the   securln, 
and holding of a  job. 
Observation and  Job-related   experiences   carried out 
as part of  the home  economics program,   in some instances, 
1Ibid.,   P«   172• 
2.22 lrZTeSiJ^fL:TziU    no.  »   (l96„-65T7^T79. Teacher  of  Home 
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are planned   to  strengthen the preparation for an  occupation. 
One   oaramount  conviction of True and  Downs  is  that   "the basic 
development  of  the  idea will be   the same,  although   the method 
and   approach will assume  those  characteristics which will 
1 
meet  the  existing needs of each situation." 
The   selection of students  for courses with wage- 
earning emphasis   is en important  consideration in oro-ram 
organization.     Van Horn states: 
fe   have  operated  with the belief that all students 
can profit by well planned and   effectively  taught 
courses  in homemaking.     This is not   true  in occu- 
pational  training.     This   type  of pro-ram  is   to be 
available   to persons who,   insofar as  can be  deter 
SSed? have   the  potentials  to profit by  training 
and   °lve  promise  of  becoming  effective  wage   earners. 
ty Arsons who need  to work and who expect  to 
accept employment when the   training is   finished. 
me  needs,   interests,   .and abilities  of the  students   selec- 
ted   could be   influential  in determining the quality of in- 
struction.     The various procedures used   to gain   information 
on  the  selection of participants   for occupational   training 
in  the home  economics curriculum are discussed  In the 
following chapter. 
Wcia B.  True an, Helen »«■•[** ^J^K* 
2p,io  Van Horn.   "Home   Economics   Education -  Home- ^Rua Van a°rn,     n        f Reoort,   nontemporary 
Illinois,   19&5).   P«   52. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES  FOR  CARRYING  OUT STUDY 
A letter was sent  to the suoervisor of home   economics 
in each  state  in order  to determine  the number of occupa- 
tional programs  offered in home  economics  during the  1965- 
66  school year.      (Appendix A)     The  suoervisor from  each of 
the  fifty states and  the   District of   Columbia was requested 
to  list  the names and respective school addresses  of persons 
presently teaching home  economics courses  with occupational 
emphasis.     Two follow-up letters were   sent  to  those who did 
not respond.     (Appendix A)     All but two suoervisors,   or a 
total of ninety-six oer cent,   responded.     One state  did not 
wish   to particioate   in the   study at this particular time, 
and   the Information from one  state supervisor was returned 
too late   to be Included   in the  population from which   the 
sample  was drawn. 
The number of home  economics  courses vrith occupa- 
tional   emphasis oresently being taught at  the  secondary 
level vary from state   to state.      (Table  1)     Information 
available at  the   time  the sample was  drawn indicated   that 
bltf)  Instructional programs utilizing home economics know- 
ledge and  skills were in operation. 
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A complete list of names  of all  teachers  included 
in the population was  compiler}.     Numbers were randomly 
assigned   to each of the  kkO  teachers of courses with occu- 
pational  emphasis.     Using a  table  of random numbers,   110 
names were   selected,   living a one  in  four ratio.     Of  the ^2. 
states  offering occupational  training programs during the 
1965-66  school  year,   ten states were not drawn  in the  sample. 
A questionnaire was developed   to obtain information 
concerning   current  procedures being used   to  select partici- 
pants for home   economics  courses with occupational  emphasis. 
( i • pendix   B)     Teachers  were  asked   to answer fourteen ques- 
tions related   to  the procedures used in selecting partici- 
pants.     The  teachers were   invited   to share materials   that 
had been developed   for use  in their particular situation 
with  the  investigator.     A cover letter accompanied   each 
questionnaire  that explained   the purposes  of  the stu^y. 
(Appendix 3)     Two  follow-up letters were  sent  to  teachers 
who had not returned their questionnaire.     (Appendix   C) 
The data from the   sample  copulation were compiled 
a  analyzed.     These    I     I ire  diaoussed in detail in the 
chaoter which   follows. 
TA3LE 1 
NUMBER OF OCCUPATIONAL   ... ING PROGRAMS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL 
HOME ECONOMICS CURRICULUM (1965-66) ACCORDING TO STATES 
States 
Alabama 
Alaska 
■ r 1 7, ona 
Arkansas *** 
Colorado 
California 
Connecticut 
Jelaware 
.District of 
Columbia 
-'lor Ida 
Georgia 
Hawaii ** 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Iowa 
Indiana 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
1 ne 
ryland 
ssaohusetts 
:.ichigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi   ** 
..issouri 
Montana 
,.ebra.ska 
Nevada 
Lew Hampshire 
New Jersey 
f i.exico 
r York *** 
North  Carolina 
North   Dakota 
5  or 
less i^Li 16-2? 26- 60 
Over 
50 
No 
P^-o^rams 
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TABLi 1— Continued. 
 m ..    —         — < 
5  of ~~ "1 Over o 
States less 6-15 16-25 26-50 50 Pr' 
Ohio 
1 
Oklahoma - 
Oregon - 
Pennsylvania - 
xihode   Island *** 
South   Carolina - 
South   :}?.kota - 
Tennessee - 
j?exas - 
Utah - 
Vermont - 
Virgin! — 
ihington — 
>Jest Virginia — 
■■Jisconsin - 
Wyoming ** 
* Plans underway ror ams another 
** Some pron-rpmr; in ooeration for adults 
*** State supervisors Ji" not reply 
  Did not wish to particioate at this time 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS  OF  DATA 
A questionnaire concerning the   selection of 
participants  for home economics programs with  occupational 
emphasis was developed and mailed   to 110 home economics 
teachers.   (Appendix A)     Eighty-four teachers,   76.4 per cent 
of the sample drawn,   returned  the questionnaire.     Three of 
the  eighty-four questionnaires returned were  not completed. 
Therefore,   the information from  eighty one questionnaires, 
73.6 per cent of the sample selected,   provided  the data upon 
which the analysis  and discussion are based • 
Each teacher responded to two questions concerning 
the type and size of school in which she was teaching and 
fourteen questions concerning procedures used in selecting 
participants for home economics programs with occupational 
emphasis. These responses were considered representive of 
the procedures being used during the 1965-66 school year. 
Each  item on  the questionnaire was analyzed   descriptively. 
Information concerning the  type  of school where 
orograms were  in operation was not available prior to 
drawing the   sample  for the  study.     The  teachers were asked 
to indicate whether  the  school in which they were   teaching 
was urban  or rural.     Based  on the data  collected,   approximately 
1,9.1, per cent taught in an urban setting.     About one-third, 
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32.1 per cent, taught in rural schools an'} slightly over 1^.8 
per cent stated they were In settings not considered either 
strictly urban or rural.  Ihere was no response on 3.7 per 
cent of the eighty-one questionnaires returned. 
The size of schools offering courses in home economics 
with occupational emphasis falls into one of four categories. 
(Table 2) 
TABLE 2 
PERCENTAGE OF PROGRAMS IN VARIOUS SIZE SCHOOLS 
Size of School Per Gent 
Less than 300 students  13*6 
300 to 500 students  H«l 
500 to 1000 students  2.2 
Over 1000 students  kd.l 
Wo response  **»9 
The     st oronortion of courses were offered in schools 
with an enrollment of over one thousand students. 
Teachers were asked to check the methods used in se- 
lecting students for occupational programs.  Frequently more 
than one method was used in selecting students.  Responses 
indicate that student interest clays an important role In 
the determination of participants for the course.  (Table 3) 
Numerous methods other than those listed in the questionnaire 
were cited by respondents.  Several teachers indicated the use 
of some tyce of application blank.  When students made appli- 
cation for a course with occucational emphasis in a related 
a of the home economics curriculum, it appeared that 
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important consideration was given to interest in pursuing an 
occupation in the area for which the student was recelvins- 
training, as well as age, and grade level.  One respondent 
replied that the applicants who were free to work in the 
afternoons received thoughtful attention.  Home economics 
teachers going into classes and discussing the requirements 
of the course was another medium used to acquaint students 
with the course.  One teacher thought that visiting the 
student's home and discussing the orogram with the enrollee 
and parents was important.  Teachers believed it their 
responsibility to acquaint participants with course require- 
ments. 
CABLE 3 
METHODS USED IN SELECTING PARTICIPANTS 
Method of  Selection lumber Per  Cent 
Interview 
Interest 
•istratlon 
Tests 
Recommendations 
52 
32 
8 
22 
56.8 
6k. 2 
39.5 
9.9 
2?.2 
If an interview were used in selecting participants 
for training programs with occupational emphasis, 58.0 per 
cent of the respondents indicated that the home economics 
teacher was one of those comprising the interviewing 
committee.  The guidance counselor was among those serving 
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on the interviewing committee in 40.7 per cent of the 
respondents' schools.  The orincipal and assistant principal 
were among those serving on interviewing committees in 13«o 
per cent of the respondents' schools.  Only 6.2 per cent of 
the teachers checked a response indicating that the inter- 
viewing committee included either the homeroom teacher, dean 
of girls, or home economics supervisor.  An occupational 
teacher training students for nursing aides thought it 
approDriate that the interviewing committee include a nurse. 
Other replies indicated that a. representative from either the 
local employment agency or a local director of vocational 
education had been included on the interview committee. 
Of the eighty-one teachers participating in this 
study, sixty-three indicated that the home economics teacher 
played the most important role in encouraging student en- 
rollment.  Thirty-five respondents cited the guidance 
counselor as being the one responsible for encouraging stu- 
dents to enroll.  Ten teachers indicated that the principal 
was a key figure in encouraging students to enroll in home 
economics courses emohasizing occupational training.  Only 
one respondent believed that the state supervisor had played 
a part in encouraging students to enroll in such courses. 
Two teachers stated that the advisory council members in 
their articular school had' encouraged students to enroll. 
One of the teachers commented that publicity -iven through 
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the news media had influenced students to enroll in such 
courses.  The findings show that the interest of the students 
also had been an important factor in enrollment. 
Teachers found various kinds of information about the 
student to be useful.  Approximately one-fourth of the teach- 
ers indicated that they had information available prior to 
the time the student enrolled in their classes.  In most 
schools, permanent records arovided information pertaining 
to the student's academic ability, standardized test scores, 
and ratings of personality traits.  Even though this informa- 
tion was available prior to the time the student enrolled in 
such courses, the questionnaire did not reveal how many 
teachers had made use of this information. 
TABLE b 
NUMBER USING  VARIOUS KINDS  0?  BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION  ABOUT  STUDENTS 
Kinds  of  Information 
Interests and   ADtitudes.   • 
Family Background  
Ratings of Personal  Traits 
Academic   Record  
Standardized   Test  Scores   . 
Number 
• 63 
. *3 
• 37 
. 29 
.     13 
Fewer teachers  responded  to   the  question asking if 
the applicants had been given a  standardized  test before 
being accepted  in courses with occupational  earohasis. 
Twenty respondents checked   one  or more  of the  three choices 
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TABLE  5 
NUMBER USING  VARIOUS  STANDARDIZED TESTS 
Test ber 
ADtitude 12 
Vocational  Interest   ....     12 
I.  H  
Twelve   of the  teachers  checked   that the  test  ~iven had 
oroved   satisfactory. 
Some of the   I. Q.   tests  given  the applicants were 
listed  as Metropolitan  Achievement.   Otis   auj,ck  Scoring*   and 
Stanford  Achievement.     Two of the   teachers  indicated that 
they had  developed vocational interest tests,   including a 
pre-test  of knowledge pertinent  to  the  course.      The  GATB 
Test had been used by two respondents.     The  Kuder Preference 
jest had been used   In one   school  situation offering home 
economics  courses with  occupational emDhasis while   the 
Awards  Personality  Test had been used  in another school. 
There were  two  Indications  that a test had  been administered 
by the  employment agency.     Still another response revealed 
that the applicants were  required   to provide necessary 
health data Including a physical examination and  a blood 
test prior  to enrolling  in the  course. 
Only  twenty-six  of   the   teachers  who  returned   the 
questionnaire  indicated   that  some   type   of   oersonal  data 
sheet had been used  prior to registration  to  secure helpful 
information about  the qualifications  of the   student.     On the 
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contrary, forty-eight teachers responded in the negative. 
/ hteen respondents forwarded copies of either application 
blanks or personal data sheet to the investigator.  A summary 
of the information requested in these application or regis- 
tration forms included: family background, personal data 
(some forms consisted of separate personality tests and 
rating sheets for evaluation of oersonal qualities, interests 
and skills), academic rating, participation in extra curric- 
ular activities, job exoerience, occupational interest choices 
am" reasons for enrolling in the course, condition of health 
and physical handicaps, character and ability references. 
Seldom was a record of attendance requested in the course 
jlstration forms. 
Ihe consent of ! -    ent or a guardian was required 
by IH.9 per cent of the respondents before the applicant was 
accepted for the program.  More than half of the respondents, 
5H.3 Der cent, indicated that such consent was not required. 
Although 2.5 per cent of the eighty-one teachers participa- 
ting in the study replied that such consent was not necessary, 
they revealed that parents had been informed about course 
requirements.  Ihe remaining respondents indic9ted that con- 
sent from home was necessary before the student could par- 
ticipate in observation or work experience. 
The question seeking information relative to the num- 
ber of students who have had courses in home economics prior 
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to enrolling in the current course was answered explicitly 
by fifty-three persons.  From the number reporting, 961 
students had had previous training in home economics.  The 
other twenty-eight respondents indicated by a check mark or 
with percentages those who had previously been enrolled in 
home economics courses.  Ihe home economics background of 
students enrolled in courses with occupational emphasis is 
presented in the following table: 
TABLE 6 
HOME ECONOMICS  BACKGROUND OF  STUDENTS  ENROLLS 
IN  COURSES   WITH  OCCUPATIONAL  EMPHASIS 
(1965-66) 
Home   Economics Per  Cent 
No   Economics  27. ' J 
1   Semester  3-2% 
1 year  32.5% 
2 years  ?< SS 
More  than 2 years   ... ±5'/;» 
The majority  of the respondents,   36.^ per cent,   indicated 
that   it was helpful for students  to have had some home 
economics prior to enrolling in courses  with an occupational 
emphasis.     Only  6.2  per  cent  of   the  answers  revealed   that 
teachers  dia not  consider it helpful for students  to have 
ane  home  economics background.     Tne other respondents, 
6.2 per cent,   failed   to  indicate  their opinions.     However, 
one   teacher's  response   signified   that home   economics was  not 
available  until this year- 
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Courses Kith an occupational emphasis and offered in 
the home economics curriculum have been limited to girls in 
51.3 per cent of the schools in this study whereas hb.U  per 
cent of the teachers' reolies revealed that programs within 
their school had not been limited to girls.  Two respondents 
stated that in the future they did not plan to limit enroll- 
ment in such courses to girls.  One teacher stated that no 
boys were enrolled even though the program was not limited 
to girls.  One teacher noted that the Program in her partic- 
ular school situation had been limited to boys in home 
economics. 
Of the teachers participating in this study, 70.4 
per cent indicated that the factor considered most signifi- 
cant to the success of their occupational course i*as that a 
student have sincere interest in oursuin* an occupation in 
the area of training after graduation.  The factor considered 
most significant to ZJ.k  per cent of the teachers was that a 
student should have some ability and skill prior to enrolling 
in an occupational course.  Pour per cent of the respondents 
stated that both factors were significant for success in such 
courses.  One teacher, 1.3 per cent noted that it had been 
impossible to secure enough data to arrive at a valid choice. 
A question was asked concerning the type of student 
given primary consideration when selecting students for 
courses with occupational emphasis.  Students with varyin, 
abilities had been considered as participants in courses with 
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occupational emphasis.     Some  of the eighty-one teachers par- 
ticipating in this  study Hid not make a response as  to the 
type of   students given primary consideration  in selection 
procedures in their particular school  situations.     Other 
than ability levels of students,   additional  considerations 
in selecting students included:     students who exhibit a 
willingness  to work,   follow directions,  and   cooperate  with 
others,   terminal  students  for whom it would be necessary to 
obtain a  job upon <?raduation  from high school,   students who 
show special interests and abilities in occupational work 
for which training is offered,   and  students  that desire to 
earn money.     One  teacher stated   that  the  students'   attitudes 
and  attendance records were  considered  in  selecting students 
for the  courses  in her school. 
TABLE 7 
ABILITY LEVSLS OP STUDENT GIVEN PRIMARY 
CONSIDERATION IN SELECTION PROCEDURES 
Ability Level - umber 
Slow Learner 10 
Average student  17 
Above average student ...  0 
Students with special needs 20 
All of the above 30 
,Ven though the teacher may have indicated important 
consideration being riven to one of the listed categories, 
this did not necessarily mean that the majority of her 
students fell into such an ability level.  The number of 
resoondents indicating the approximate percentage falling 
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into each of the listed areas is given in the following 
table: 
TABLE 8 
TYPE 07 ST      .       ENROLLED AND THE PEHC 
OP  EACH  A31LITY LEV^L 
rype  of   Student 0-10i    11-25*    26-50'i    $1-75%    76-100. 
Slow Learner 7 
Average  Student 0 
Above Avers 
Student 11 
Students with 
Soccial :"eeds 7 
10 
1 
7 
14 
8 l 
5 
2 
9 
1 
1 
c 
6 
o 
l 
This   s'cudy revealed   that  the most commonly recommenced 
ages   for students   selector3   to enroll in such  courses are   six- 
teen,   seventeen,  and eighteen.     Based   on eighty-one  responses, 
the   following table presents   the recommended asce  for  students 
enrolled  in training programs with occupational emphasis dur- 
ing the  1965-66  school year: 
TABLE  9 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS  RECOMMENDING AGE LEVEL FOR  STUDENTS   I I 
HOME ECONOMICS COURSES WITH OCCUPATIONAL EMPHASIS 
Recommended  Age Number 
15  6 
16  30 
17  |5 
18  21 
19 J 
0   3peoifle<3 Age J-o 
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A majority of the respondents,   77.8 per cent  indicated 
t the  age level recommendation  for enrolling students was 
satisfactory.     Only 2.5  oer cent of the eighty-one responses 
noted   that the recommend.:: •       ow- 
ever,   l'-!-.8 per cent of the teachers   participating in the 
study left this portion of the question blank.     Some  of the 
teachers,   h. .9 per cent,   revealed that the  selection of par- 
ticipants  in  their school situation had been limited   to bo 
juniors and seniors,   or  to seniors only.     Findings   from  the 
;a indicate   that it may be unsatisfactory to have a recom- 
mended age because many over-age  students  are in lower   grades. 
Such students  especially need encouragement  to  stay in school 
and   to   develop useful skills  for employment.     In one   school 
situation where  the recommen proved  unsatisfactory, 
the  teacher indicated that both sophomores and   seniors were 
enrolled.     The respondent further stated   that although   the 
sophomores benefited,   it  seemed  difficult   to ohallenge both 
ade  levels due   to -Ufferences in maturity. 
Slightly more  than half of  the   teachers,   50.6  per 
cent,   indicated that it was undesirable to  limit enrollment 
in home   economics   courses with  occupational  emphasis  to hirh 
school  seniors.     Many of  the  respondents  stated that  it was 
undesirable   to  limit   enrollment   to high   school   seniors  be- 
cause many students became drop-outs before   they become 
seniors.     Evidence from  comments on the questionnaire  indi- 
cate  that potential drop-outs need  an opportunity  to  take 
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;e   of such courses which prepare students   for  gainful 
employment.     In some  school  situations,   it appeared   that  these 
courses provided an opportunity to  earn money and   ^o  to school- 
a necessity if some  students  were to   stay in school.     Other 
aohera indicate   that one year was not a sufficient  length 
of   time   to adequately prepare high   school  students  for jot 
competency and sted a second year of training as  a desir- 
able goal.     Considerably less than half of the  teachers oar- 
tlolpatlng  in the  study,   '"•(). 7 per cent,   indicated that  they 
considered   it desirable  to limit enrollment  in such  courses 
to high  school  seniors.    However,   8.6 per cent of the  respon- 
dents left  this particular question unanswered. 
According to Information supplied by the   teachers 
participating in this study the following percentages  Indi- 
cate the  degree of satisfaction realized  by  the method  of 
selection  in use during the 1965-66  school  year:      (1)   very 
satisfactory -  Ik.6 per cent;   (2)   satisfactory -   72.3  per 
cent;   and   (3)   unsatisfactory -  12.3 oer cent.     Some  of the 
reasons  listed by the small number of  respondents who  indi- 
cated that  the method  of selecting participants   for such 
courses  had been unsatisfactory were: 
1. Course development took place  too rapidly 
for students  to plan their program In 
anticipation of this   course. 
2. More  time was needed   to  interview students 
onH   pmlflin nature of occupational  course 
S wel? as expectations  for work experience. 
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J.     Advance publicity of course was not given. 
4. ;.rollment was selected too quickly.  Conse- 
quently, instructor did not have time to 
explain the program and reach students who 
would profit from the course. 
5. Students who were not really interested in 
gainful employment were placed in the class. 
In one school situation where the method of selection had 
been unsatisfactory, only 48 per cent of the students 
reached had special needs whereas 52 oer cent of the stu- 
dents enrolled planned to go to college. 
Various Practices and procedures were used in se- 
lecting students for Drograms with occupational emphasis. 
A summary of the findings and Implications for those con- 
cerned with programs with occupational emphasis are given 
in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
Providin- the kind of education that will help youth 
meet the current demands of daily living and thus prepare 
them to engage successfully in a socially useful occupation 
has been a problem encountered by school administrators.  It 
is possible for each in^ivi^ual, with proper guidanoe, traln- 
, and motivation, to en?aP:e in an^ gain satisfaction from 
an occupation, develop his potential and make a worthwhile 
contribution to society.  To obtain these goals youth must 
be adequately prepared. 
Home economics programs with occupational emohasis 
are an attempt to provide education for the development of 
skills, attitudes, and knowledge to the extent that an ln- 
Ldual may enter or make progress In his chosen vocation. 
■ ality and effectiveness of such programs are dependent 
on many factors, one of which being the participants. 
The Problem 
The present study focused on the criteria used in tt. 
selection of participants for high school home economics 
courses with occupational emphasis.  The purposes of this 
study were to:  (1) determine the criteria currently used for 
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selection of participants in high school home economics 
courses with occupational emphasis; (2) determine if there 
is an apparent need to improve orocedures for the selection 
of participants in high school home economics occupational 
courses; and (3) summarize findings that could be of value 
to those concerned with the various aspects of programs with 
occupational emphasis at the secondary level. 
Study ffeslen 
A letter was directed to the state supervisors of 
ie economics in each of the fifty states and the District 
of Columbia to determine the number of home economics pro- 
ams with occupational emphasis being offered in that par- 
ticular state.  The supervisor of each state and the District 
of Columbia was requested to list the names and addresses of 
persons presently teaching such courses in the home economics 
curriculum.  Using a table of random numbers, 110 teachers 
were chosen for the study.  A questionnaire was developed as 
a means of obtaining lnf    ion rel- be  bo the purposes of 
this study.  It was mailed to each teacher included in the 
sample.  The data were analyzed descriptively. 
T,Citations 
This study was limited to a random sample drawn from 
the list of names of home economics teachers who were resoon- 
sible for instruction in courses with an occupational emphasis 
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during the   1965-66  school  year.     The list of names was 
obtained  from 47 of  the 51 supervisors in the  United   States. 
Ha .lor    iv i ■   - 
1. The largest Proportion of home economics   courses 
with   occupational  emohasis was offered in schools with an 
enrollment   of over one   thousand students. 
Responses made by the  participants provided evidence 
to  support   this finding.      "early one-half of  the pro 
were   in schools with an enrollment of over one   thousand 
students. 
2. Student interest plays a significant  role in  the 
:rn_lnatlon of Participants   for home  economics   courses 
with  occupational  emphasis. 
Teacher responses  revealed   that student  interest  in 
home  economics   courses with occupational  emphasis was  the 
basis   for selecting the majority of  the participants.     In 
views  were  used frequently as a means   of   selecting partici- 
bs • 
3. There  was   evidence   that  the  home   economics   teacher 
olaved   the most important  role in  encouraging student en- 
rollment. 
Of   the  eighty-one  teachers  participating in  this 
study,   sixty-three   (77-7 per cent)   expressed   the   importance 
of  the home   economics  teacher in encouraging student  enroll- 
ment.     The   guidance   counselor ranked   second  in encouraging 
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student enrollment In home economics courses with occupa- 
tional emphasis. 
**•     Jew schools used any tvoe of standardized test as a 
basis for selection of participants fo-- courses with occu- 
pational emphasis. 
Only twenty teachers (24.6 per cent) indicated that 
applicants had been given some type of standardized test 
prior to selection for the program. 
5. There was evidence that few schools ha.d use--' a 
personal data sheet Prior to registration as a means of 
obtaining Information about the student. 
Only twenty-six teachers (32 per cent) indicated 
that some type of personal data sheet was used as a means of 
obtaining information about the student prior to registra- 
tion. 
6. Slightly less than half the schools required that 
consent be given by a. parent or guardian for the student to 
enroll in courses with occupational emphasis. 
About 54.3 per cent of the schools did not require 
that consent be given by a parent or fruardian orior to en- 
rolling in courses with occupational emphasis, while 41.9 
per cent of the schools required that parental or guardian 
consent be given prior to enrollment. 
7. ThPT-e was evidence that the majority of students 
enrolled in home economics courses with occupational 
emphasis h^   previously been enrolled In home economics 
courses. 
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Oily 27.4 per cent of the students enrolled  in home 
economics  courses with occupational emphasis had not had 
previous classes in home  economics. 
8. There  was   evidence that Previous  course  work in 
home  economics  was   considered  desirable  by  teachers   of 
courses  with occupational emphasis. 
The majority of  the respondents   (86.4 per cent) 
indicated   that it was helpful for students  to have had some 
home economics prior to enrolling in courses with  occupa- 
t i onal   emoha s i s . 
9. There was   evidence  that home economics   courses with 
occupational emphasis  has been limited   to p;lrls. 
A slight majority of  schools   (51*3 per cent)   indi- 
cated   that enrollment had been limited   to girls. 
10. Teachers  expressed   that a student should possess a 
sincere  interest in pursuing an occupation in  the area of 
training;. 
Teachers   (70.4 per cent)   indicated   that a sincere 
interest in pursuing an occupation in the area of   training 
was more  important  than having some ability and   skill prior 
to enrollment. 
11. There  was   <*vl ^ftnce   that   the  ability  level   of   the 
student  wag not   significant as  a  criterion  for  enrollment. 
Teachers indicated that students with varying ability 
levels  were selected as   participants   In programs with  occu- 
pational  emphasis. 
IK) 
12. The a.-res most commonly recommended   for participants 
In courses with  occupational emohasis were  sixteen,   seventeen, 
■ n    eighteen years. 
A majority of  the  teachers (77-8 per cent)   indicated 
that the  recommended  a?es were  satisfactory. 
13. Teachers considered it undesirable to limit enroll- 
ment in home economics courses with occupational emphasis to 
high school  seniors. 
Forty-one   teachers   (50.6  per cent)   indicated   that it 
was undesirable  to limit enrollment in such courses  to high 
school seniors,   whereas  thirty-three  teachers   (40.7 per centf 
indicated that it was  desirable  to limit enrollment to hi 
school  seniors. 
.      There  was  evidence   that   the  method   for  selectin 
participants had been  satisfactory for courses with occu- 
•-on.nl   emohasis   in   the  home  economics   curriculum  durli:.; 
the 1965-66  school year. 
A majority of the  teachers   (87.6 per cent)   indicated 
b their present method   of selecting participants  for such 
•as  was  either satisfactory or very satisfactory. 
Implications 
The  findings were interpreted and   the  implications 
were   stated with an awareness  of the limitations   that existed 
in this   study,     implications  resulting  from  this study,  how- 
ever,  may provide  • a of reference  for   those who plan 
evaluate home economics programs with occupational 
emph.?sis. 
1. toourn-e students who hpve a sincere   Interest  in 
pursuing: an occupation in the  g.rea of training to enroll  in 
courses  with an  occupational   emohasis. 
It is advisable,   probably,   to select participants w 
LI   oe  available for employment immediately after trainii 
and instruction.     There may be pertinent factors which   co 
orevent employment,  but instruction becomes effective and 
meaningful when it is cut into practice as  soon as possible. 
2. If  Individual  needs  an"   Interests  were   criteria 
for  se]^.t.in")   knowledge   concerning  the  home  and   family 
I ii'i^"1 of potential oar tic Joints could be  of value. 
Adequate  information  that could  possibly provide 
deeper insight into individual home and   family situations 
is  often lacking. 
3. Llmitlno: enrollment to students who had   been enrolled 
previously in home economics  courses  r.ould be one basis   for 
selection. 
A prerequisite course in home economics would be 
desirable.  Greater depth and breadth in knowledge and kinds 
of learning experiences could be provided if some basic knowl- 
;6 and skills ha" been acquired in a orevious course.  This 
could be one criteria for enrollment. 
4. ^r, oo «P11 PS girls, could be encouraged to enroll 
in home — ™^* .nurses with poeupati°ngl emphasis. 
k2 
Knowledge and training Provided in home economics 
courses could be beneficial for both boys and girls. Numer- 
ous employment opportunities are available to those having 
1 training in home economics courses with occupational 
emphasis. 
5•  Further research is needed in selected aspects of 
programs with occupational emphasis to determine the extent 
to which such Programs could prepare individuals for the 
world of work. 
Selected aspects of programs with occupational em- 
phasis need to be explored.  Further Btudy of the procedures 
followed in selecting participants is needed to support the 
findings of this study. 
6.  A follow-up studT of the participants in home 
economics courses with occupational emphasis is advisable 
as a means of obtaining evidence of the worth of the program, 
Since various methods were used to determine course 
participants, it would be of value to those concerned with 
such programs to learn the extent to which individual needs 
had been met. 
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! 
230 5 North  Sim Street 
Greensboro,   North   Carolina 
March 17,   1966 
Dear 
In the  oast two years,  many occupational courses 
nave been offered  In high schools  throughout the United 
States.     Methods  of selecting oarticioants  have varied 
greatly*     As   chairman of  the home economics department 
in a school  in which such a  program   is being offered,   I 
have been concerned about  selection procedures and have 
been challenged to explore  this  topic  further. 
In discussing my master's program with my major 
advisor,   Dr.  Mildred Johnson,   at  the   University of  North 
-olina at  Greensboro,   we would like   to  investigate   this 
challenge. 
Since you serve in a strategic position in your 
state, some information from you will be of significant 
value. 
Would you please   send a list of names   of the 
teachers  in your state who are presently teaching occu- 
pational  courses  in the  home  economics  curriculum and   the 
addresses   of thoir schools.     Fill  out the enclosed  sheet 
and return by April 1.     Your promptness will  be  greatly 
appreciated. 
If you desire,   I will be happy  to supply you with 
a  summary of the  findings. 
Sincerely 
I 
(Miss)   Barbara  Ann   .Vise 
"T 
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Do you have schools in your state offering occupational 
courses in the home economics curriculum? 
Yes o 
If so, please list the name of the teacher and her school 
address where such occupational courses have been 
offeree1   durincr the 1965-66   school year. 
Signature  of  State   Supervisor 
j>iame  of   State 
1*8 
2305 North Sim Street 
Greensboro, N. C. 
April 7, 1966 
Dear 
On March 17 a letter was mailed to you requesting 
the names and school addresses of teachers in your state 
who are oresently teaching occupational courses in the 
home economics curriculum.  Your response is needed in 
order to coraolete oroceedinais for a survey centered around 
methods of selecting participants in occuoational courses. 
If the information did not reach you or has been 
misplaced, I shall be happy to mail a cooy immediately 
UDOn request. 
Your promptness in mailing the information asked 
for in the previous letter will be greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
(Miss) Barbara Ann Wise 
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May 13,   1966 
The need for an adequate  education for employment 
is being sharpened to meet the rat>idly ohanging conditions 
in our present  society.     Today many schools are  offering 
occunotionsl courses in home  economics,   thus hooin<r to 
bridge   the   wan between man and  work.     Such programs coul 
in part,   be an answer to the major oroblem which  confronts 
voung oeoole   looking for employment,   that being the 
adequacy of  their education and  training. 
Your state supervisor has indicated   that you serve 
in a strategic position,   that of  teaching occupational 
courses in home economics in your school.     It  is hoped 
that on the basis of this study,   recommendations can be 
made  concerning procedures used   in selecting oarticipants 
for occupational courses in home economics. 
Will vou please   fill out the  enclosed question- 
naire  and   return it  in  the  self-addressed   stamped   envelooe 
tav June 1.     Your cooperation is  greatly needed  as   it will 
eLble  us   to look more realistically at oresent orocedures 
for selection of participants  for occupational courses. 
Your promptness will be   -reatly appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
(Miss)   Barbara Ann   v'JJse 
51 
Zou have beer, selected to participate  in a nation-wide 
s tud.y • 
Please   complete   the   following questionnaire.     Directions 
for  the  questions will vary,   either dheok each item that 
most nearly represents you or your situation or list  the 
information requested.     Any materials  that you have  devel- 
oped  and will share with us will be  aooreciated. 
Koine: 
School address: 
State: 
Type of school:. 
Urban iural Other; please indicate 
Size of school: 
Less than 150 
_150 to 300 
300 to 500 
_500 to 1000 
_1000 to 1500 
over 1500 
52 
1. 
Selection of Participants 
//hat method  was used in  selecting students for oc" 
tional  training programs   in your schooli 
.Interview 
.Interest 
■istration 
its 
•in commendations 
If  other methods were used,  please list. 
2.     If an interview were used in your school,   who  comprised 
the   interviow committee .- 
.Principal 
^Guidance   counselor 
"Dean  of  girls 
_Home economics  teacher 
"Homeroom teacher 
"state supervisor 
if  others,   olease list. 
Who  olayed   the primary role  in enooura ^tudents^ to 
enroll in occupational training programs  in your school. j l 
_The  state   supervisor 
~The  Drinci 
If  others,   please list. 
_The  guidance counselor 
"The home economics 
teacher 
tokground  information about  the student you 
I  useful. 
_?amily background 
"Academic 
"ratings of personal traits 
Interests and aptitudes 
"Sta I zed  test scores 
ss%£ grass z ■    -"-»•to 
B&rusftsstf srjs sssss sasrsi 
ram? 
_ - •  Z. .   
*_     ""vocational interest 
If others,   please  list. 
_Aotltude 
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Did the test given prove satisfactory? 
 Yes   - o 
Please   give name   of test. 
rfas  any type  of Dersonal data sheet used  prior to 
tration to  secure heloful information about the qualifi- 
cations of  the   student'.' 
Yes 
If so, olease indicate the most important items included 
or you may like to mail a eopy. 
Was the consent of a oarent or guardian required before 
the apolicant was accepted for the orogram? 
Yes 
How many of your students now enrolled in occupational 
courses have had? 
 no home economics 
 1 semester of home economics 
 1 year of home economics 
 2 years of home economics 
2 or more years of home economics 
Do you consider it helpful for students to have had some 
home economics orlor to enrolling in occupational h 
courses'.' Ce s .'o 
Has   the  program been limited   to girls? 
Yes .o 
10.     Oieck the  one  you consider to be most significant  to the 
success   of  occupational courses: 
A student have  some abilities and   skills prio^~ 
to enrolling in an occupational JJ^se 
A student have   sincere interest in pursuing an 
occupation in this area after graduation b. 
5" 
11.  In selecting students, Is primary consideration s;iven to: 
 the slow learner 
 the average student 
" the above average student 
 students with special needs 
all of the above 
If others, please specify. 
At the rieht of each of the above, estimate 
."noroximately the percentage of students falling 
into each category. 
12.  The recommended age for students enrolled in occupational 
training orograms in your school: 
15  16 _17 _18  19  No specified age 
Has the recommended age level been: _ Satisfactory 
bisfactory 
If unsatisfactory, please give a reason: 
13.  DO you consider it _desirable  undesirable to limit 
enrollment to high school seniors? 
If undesirable, please give a reason. 
14.  Has the method of selecting participants this school 
year been: 
 Very satisfactory 
3ati s factory 
Unsatisfactory 
If unsatisfactory, in what respects? 
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June 15,   1966 
Dear 
About a month ago you received a letter and 
auestlonn&ire  concerning  selection of participants  for 
occupational  courses.     We  realize that  this is an ex- 
ceedingly busy time  of the year for teachers.     Perhaps 
this  is  the  reason your questionnaire hasn't reached us 
yet. 
Your response  is   greatly needed   if we are   to fret 
a true picture of  the   current practices regarding prac- 
tices   followed   in  selecting participants  for occupational 
courses.     The  recommendations made on the basis  of this 
study will be more  certain and  representative  of prac- 
tices   followed   throughout  the United  States  if the ques- 
tionnaires are returned.     .Von't you please  take a  few 
minutes  from your busy schedule  to fill  out your ques- 
tionnaire and  return it as soon as possible? 
Tf you have misplaced   your cooy of  the question- 
Lre,   please  drop us a card,   and we will be happy   to 
send  you another questionnaire. 
Thank vou  for your cooperation.     Your promptness 
in this matter'will be deeply appreciate    • 
Sincerely, 
(Kiss)   Barbara Ann Wise 
